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~ Iasc u l i n it)· Staged : Gender in Fascist and Anti-Fascist German
Theate r

Susan Russell

Much has been written about the ways in which the Nazis recruited people
toNazi ideology. Most ofthese studies of "fascisization" have followed the lead of
theFrank furt School writers in borrowing from Freud and Marx.' This incorporation
of critica l theo ry with psychoanalysis generally concentrates on the development
of the super-ego with the Fuhrer as father figure. In his massive study, Male

Fantasies, Klaus Theweleit made a significant contribution to the field by revealing
how fasci sm also includes the fear of the "feminine.'? Alice Kaplan, following
Klein and Chodorow, has taken this analysis a step further by utilizing object
relations theories to account for pre-Oedipa lemotions within fascism. In this article,
I will exp lore some of the intersections between theories ofthe post-Oedipal stage
of super-ego development and the object relations theories of "mother-bound"
desue.' These fantasies, I will argue, are not only central to a fascist worldview,
but also are easily molded to support other ideological agendas.

To illustrate this contention, I will analyze two German plays, both first
performed in 1933, one fascist (Schlageter) and one anti-fasc ist (The Races ).· Both
plays. though lacking in lite rary merit, deserve attention historically: Schlageter is
considered the first success ful fascist drama produced in the Third Reich; The
RaCl!5. written in exile. was the first major literary work protesting fascism to be
performed. Both plays demonstrate the means by which the individual is drawn
into the fasc ist group; in the case of The Races. the protagonist eventually rejects
this ident ity and is transformed into a committed anti-fascist. Crucial to the success
of these opposite "conversions" in the plays is a commitment to traditional
patriarchal gender roles and the designation of "proper" male or female behavior.

Based on a glorification of masculinity, German fascist culture embodied
a psycho logical response on a societal level to traumatic historical conditions in
pest-World War I Germany. The "manliness" privileged by Nazi rheto ric can be
detected in these two plays through metaphoric (definition through illustration)
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and metonymic (definition through association) co nstruc tions of "femininity" and

rely on particular national myths and tradit ional patriarchal tropes for their
resonance . In other words. " masc ulin ity" is defin ed within these pla ys thro ugh the

representation o f'prcper " feminine" behavior ( the Idea l Woman. or her opposite)

and the represen tation o f improper masculine behavior (uie unm anly or wo manly

man). Often these "unm anly" characters are Jewish o r foreign and/or associated

with soc ialism/communism. Sim ilar strategies are used in the anti -fascist play;

only theexamples of(positive) "manly" behavior differ. For example, in Schlageter,
the Germ an men ridicu le the French. who are perceived as " feminine" because of

their use of hair cream and jewelry. The Germans are considered more masculine

(and there fore superior) because they fight aga inst the French. In The Races, the

ant i-fa scist hero eventually rejects the Nazis whom he consi ders "fem inine,"

childish, and thus inferior because they have been "seduced" by Hi tler and fail to

think for -themselves. Either way, the nega tive beh avior is asso ciated withfemininity,

a sort of disease that seems attractive in women bu t utterly repulsive in men .

The process of the creation ofa fascist subject, including his rejection of

what he perceives as "feminine," is illu strated in Hanns Johst' s play Schlageter.

Premie ring on Hitler's birthday, Apri l 20, 1933 , at the Staatlic hes Schau sp ielha us

in Berlin, th is play wa s conside red the first officia l thea trical hera ld of the Third

Reich.' It was presented to a group of high-ranking Nazi officials, as we ll as to

members of the new literary elite who hadimmediately replaced the former Weimar

intellectuals. Jobst had completed Schlageter, with its dedication to Hitler, "in
loving homage and unswerving loyalty," in 1929, before the Nazis came to power,

but his publishers advised against its publication d uring the Weimar Repu blic for

fear it would be banned. Its main character was the real-life Freikorps member,

Leo Sc hlageter, whom Hit ler described as a hero in Meifl Kampf, and who qui ckly

became a favorite Nazi martyr.' The play features the events leading up 10

Schlageter's decision to figh t aga inst the French in the Ruhr Valley in viola tion of

government policy. Schlageter was ca ptured and e xecuted by the French in 1923.

Schlageter serves as a p rime example of fasc ist att itudes about gender

not only becau se o f its symbolic status as the first successfu l fascist production,

but also bec ause it clearly ill ustrates three crucia l mot ifs of fascist thought that

Theweleit analyzed in the writings of Johst's Prelkorps contem porari es." These

motifs, grounded in Germa n history, we re crucial in the formation of a national

consc iousness and cons tituted the necessary bond Ad omo claims is essential for

d:e formation of a fasc ist group.'

The first motif Theweleit tra ces is the so-called "Slab in the back theory"

of World War I, which blamed the civilian socialist government for Germ any's

military defeat. According to th is belief. the government capitu lated before the

soldiers actua l1y lost the field ; hence, the notion arose that the "bureaucrats" had

betrayed the "true Germans," the fighters on the front. In reality, the combat situation
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had grown so dire that the military had to surrender; still, the story of betrayal
persisted. The fallen will return, the story went, to rejuv enate the Yolk and wrest

the nation from the Weimar Republicans. who compromised Germany's honor by
agreeing to what were perc eived as the atrociously unfair terms of the Versailles
Treaty."

The second motifTheweleit chron icled is intense German nationalism
grounded in Prussian mil itarism. III This g lorification of the war experience provided

an outlet for male camaraderie that supposedly transcended sexuality, The hero
warrior's behavior was codified as the proper "masculine" exemplar for this
generation of Gennans-a sharp contrast to the weak and "effeminate" Weimar
Republicans and their supposed allies: socialis ts, Jews, and all those perceived as
the"Other," the enemy.

Theweleit's most original finding , the third motif, is integrally linked to
the second: a defensive attitude towards women and female sexuality, which he
tiesto the fearofboundary dissol ution, "of being swallowed, engulfed, annihilated,"
and to the related fear of the illegitimate usurpation of power.II This fear results in
theconstruction of an "Other" as a mechanism ofself-cohes ion. Hence, the "soldier
male" maintains a defensive stance against all he considers "feminine" in other
men, in women, and especially in himself, including anything associated with
weakness: the body, liberalism, internationalism (the dissolut ion of nationa l
boundaries ), homosexuality (the dissolution ofstrictly defined gender boundaries),
and communism (the dissolution of social/class boundaries).

The "cult of the fallen soldier," intensified nationalism, and a defensive
attitude towards feminini ty all depended on tropes of a threatening "Other" for
their force. Collapsing these enemies together was common practice: Weimar
Republicans, Jews, socialists, communists were all denigrated through aligning
them with weakness, effem inacy, and/o r excessive sexua lity. These traits were
contrasted with the superi or values of masculinity. Thus, masculinity was defined
through its feminine (negative) counterpart, as well as thro ugh its positive
characteristics. Femininity is defined metaphorically through the appearance of
actual female characters in the text , and metonymically, through the association of
"womanly traits" with certa in (threatening) ideas and (male) individuals.A critique
of these metonymic, or associative, tropes is what J.M. Ritchie 's otherwise excellent
analysis of Schlageter lacks.'! Ritchie recognizes the pos itive types as revealed
through the characters ofAlexandra, Schlageter 's love interest , the "ever-faithful
German woman, smiling through her tears." 13 He also describes Mrs. Thiemann as
"the true Gennanmother," anoth er type of Ideal Woman. However, Ritchie fails to
recognize those negative tropes of femininity that link the "external" (French)
enemy with the " internal" (Republican) enemy in the soldiers ' minds .

An examination ofthese motifs in Schlageter will reveal the inadequacies
of psychoanalyt ic theories of fascism that rely merely on the development of the
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super-ego as identification with the father (Fuhrer) figure (either as positive "father
bound" emotions or negative fear of authority). The following examples from the
play reveal that a more elaborate system of fears and desires seems to be at work
and can be better explained through Theweleit's version of fraternal (rather than
paternal) identification and Kaplan 's notion ofpositive "mother-bound" emotions,
alongside the negative fear and rejection of femininity Theweleit noted.

The negative associations of femininity and their conflation with other
undesirable traits are obvious in the opening scene of Schlageter. Leo Schlageter,
a 29-year-old returned soldier, is studying economic theory in the hope of making
a name for himself in the newly established Weimar Republic. His friend Thiemann,
a Freikorps soldier, tries to convince him to join in the fight against the French.
Thiemann, who fought in World War I along with Schlageter, embodies the betrayed
soldier who wants to return (in the spirit of his dead comrades) and take back
Germany.Thiemann despises Schlageter's efforts to educate himselffor he considers
book learning "feminine." He encourages Schlageter to return to the "masculine"
world of guns and comradeship they previously enjoyed. He considers himself a
man of "action" and deems any kind of "theory" antithetical to the German spirit.
By "theory," he is referring specifically to (French and Weimar Republican) ideas
like liberty, equality, democracy, i.e. the sort ofmodem "decadence" and weakness
associated in his mind with the French, Jews, "back-stabbing" pacifist Republicans,
the "feminine." In fact, Thiemann is the one who utters the infamous line, often
wrongly attributed to Goering: "When I hear the word 'culture,' I slip the safety
catch on my Browning" (I. 1).

But Schlageter stands his ground against his friend, arguing that all those
"fairy tales of the good old days in the world war" are history now. Pen and ink
must replace weapons as the way to survive, he insists. Soldiering was his old job
and bookkeeping his new one. Thiemann is deeply offended by Schlageter's
reasoning: for him, being a soldier is not simply ajob. He compares being a soldier
to entering the priesthood: it is a "post," a calling. Schlageter's response to this
argument is a very curious remark, practically incomprehensible unless one realizes
that what they are talking about is not so much the respective occupations of
bookkeeper and soldier, but rather about their own sense ofmasculinity: "Achilles
even wore women's clothes-that's definitely worse than civilian ones . . . and he
was still-Achilles!" (I. 2). 14

Thiemann retorts by lamenting his friend 's familiarity with Greek poetry
(another jab at his masculinity). Schlageter then seeks an alternative representation
of manhood; surely, he argues, the German man is not only a soldier. Thiemann
disagrees, maintaining that it is precisely that which defines a German man: his
struggle (sein Kampf). Schlageter laughs at his friend, exclaiming, "No Paradise
can tempt you out ofyour barbed wire shack," his soldierly life. Again the language
here is rife with traditional tropes ofmasculinity (sacrifice, strength, a barbed wire
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shack symbolizing the rugged life of a soldier) vs. femininity (Paradise, worldly
comforts, pleasure, the temptation of Eve). Thiemann agrees : nothing could tempt
him away and, at this point, he makes the famous remark about hearing "culture"
and reaching for his gun. The association is completed within only a few pages
the Republican and French values have been finnly linked to that threatening
femininity, against which Thiemann is content to ready his phallic pistol.

As the conversation cont inues, Schlageter begins to relent a bit, referring
toa popular notion related to the "stab in the back theory": he lays the blame for
their society's current predicament on their "fai led father," the Kaiser, who
abandoned the troops . He knows the present situation is intolerable, but he sees no
other choice for Germany's abandoned sons. "This bookkeeping stuff isn 't right,"
he admits to Thiemann. "But Her Majesty the majority believes in it, and you have
to serve her. You must tota lly devi lishly conscientiously be her senseless victim
until catastrophe hits" (I. 2). The tyrannical masses are feminized in Schlageter 's
mind, signaling a horrible deterioration oforder. Even though he labels the soldiers'
blind obed ience to the failed Kaiser "silly," Schlageter ultimately considers it
superior to being the "senseless victim" of that feminized source of power, the
masses. He believes the world is bound for catastrophe because she (the mass)
rules instead of being ruled. This situation occurred because the Kaiser unmanfully
abdicated his power and gave it up to the masses. Schlageter 's disdain for the
masses echoes Thiema nn's revulsion for the libertarian ideals of the French
Revolution. Democracy, or "mass rule," signifies the undesirable co-optation of
the power of a single strong male leader. If the leader is worthy, then Schlageter
doesn' t seem to mind that soldier followers themselves become a kind of"mass,"
for their elite male "in-group" is far superior to " Her Majesty the majority."
Schlageter concedes that he has been forced to desert the "manly" calling of a
soldier and replace it with "feminine" servitude to mundane bureaucracy. But he
insists that he can only return to soldiering ifhe receives some sort ofcommand
from someone and feels again the calling Thiemann describes. The rest of the play
chronicles Schlageter 's search for, and eventual reception of, this command and
his subsequent return to batt le.

The initial impetus for Schlageter to become "the first soldier ofthe Third
Reich" issues from Thiemann's sister, Alexandra, whom Sch lageter loves. Her
scornful indictments ofthe "halfheroes" of the Weimar Republic, their Jewishness
and their "bureaucracy," coupled with Schlageter 's attraction to her, inspire him to
rescue her from the current political leaders. Thewele it notes the importance ofthe
"sister" figure in Freikorps literature : in remarkably large numbers, "comrades"
married their comrades ' sisters, which Theweleit claims contains both an incestuous
andhomoerotic dynamic. Certainly these women constituted less of a threat to the
soldier males than other women might.U Schlageter depends on Alexandra for
inspiration, but though he allows her to call herself a "comrade," he violently
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opposes Thiemann's suggestion that she might assist them in their mission: "Skirts
do not belong at the front" (III. 3). Schlageter confides in Alexandra his desire for
a command and asks her where it might come from , but it is obvious it will not be
from her. "I am a dumb little girl ," she tells him. "You won't get clever by hanging
around me. I wanted to ask your advice about what's to be done [about the French]"
(I. 8). After Schlageter finally decides to fight , his old servant tells Alexandra he
will report to his master how brave she was after her lover left for battle, how she
smiled, "pretty as a model's head in a beauty shop window" (III. 10). Her ability

to look pretty as an empty model's head is one of her most prized contributions to

the fascist cause.
Ultimately, it is Schlageter's encounter with a former general who is now

a Weimar Republican that provides the impetus for him to fight. He asks the General
his opinion of the unlawful rebellion against the French in the Ruhr Valley,
admonishing him to "search in the right place-your heart!" for his answer (II.4).
Though he is too cowardly to join them, the General finally admits that his
sympathies lie with the rebels. Here , as elsewhere in the text , "manly" emotions
are privileged over "feminine" intellectualizing. After the General convinces
Schlageter that the cause against the French isjust, the General's young son becomes
Schlageter's admirer and disciple, "blush[ing] like a little girl" after professing his
loyalty to Schlageter. Schlageter comments on the "manliness" of this encounter:
"Such a handshake, from man to man. From comrade to comrade" is nothing to be
embarrassed about , he assures his young devotee (III. 5).

The two scenes with the "fatherly" General and with his son, Schlageter's
younger admirer, support Theweleit's contention that , in the case ofGerman fascism,
the leader serves as a big brother rather than a father figure to his followers.
Theweleit argues that the Freikorps writings are a "literature of sons"-the "anti

Republican rebels" who , like Schlageter in the play, saw themselves as the worthy
(true German) brothers fighting against the illegitimate, unworthy (traitors-to
Germany-and-manhood) brothers over the power abdicated by the failed father,
Kaiser Wilhelm II.16 This notion directly contests the argument of the Frankfurt

School theorists, who, borrowing from Freud , focused on the Fuhrer solely as a
figure ofpaternal authority and identification with Hitler as the ego's identification
with the super-ego. Schlageter's disdain for the Kaiser and pity for the General,
whose impotence prevents him from pursuing the morally correct course , illustrate
his own disillusionment with these father figures. He also becomes an admirable
"older brother" in the eyes of the General '8 son, replacing the boy's loyalty to his
father,just as the Nazis turned to their peer, Hitler. However, paternal and fraternal

authority both still rely on patriarchal configurations of power: the brother-sons
are still defined by the father's phallic power, which they have assumed.
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But the incident with the General 's son also reveals another dimension of

desire, described by Kaplan in her incisive analysis of fascism which includes a

consideration ofpre-Oedipal or what she calls "mother-bound" emotions: "[Within

fascism] , many ordinarily unacceptable activities (singing, loving, being together

and other activities from the realm of 'cuteness') are being done in the name of

acceptable masculine ones: a lot of mother-bound pleasure is being 'snuck in' to

the fascist state in the name of virility."!' The handshake, which makes the boy

"blush like a little girl ," becomes transformed into a manly and acceptable activity,

as are many common fascist group activities, such as singing, hiking, and other

boyhood favorites. Kaplan focuses on these so-called "mother-bound," rather than

"father-bound" feelings in fascism, "not because the father-bound doesn 't exist ,

butbecause mother-bound feelings do not , as I write , have an established place in

political theory.' :" A more complex theory of fascism could be developed by

combining Freud and Adorno's work on the super-ego, Theweleit's notion of the

fraternal, and Kaplan's work on object relations theories and pre-Oedipal desire.

Kaplan's inclusion of "mother-bound" emotions was not undertaken as a

means "to condemn biological mothers instead of fathers as the disseminators of

authoritarianism, but rather to show how extraordinarily flexible and varied is the

reappearance ofemotions about both parents (parental functions) in adult emotional

life.?" Kaplan seems to be the only theorist of fascism who takes both pre- and

post-Oedipal desire into account. She describes how previous theorists of fascism,

following Freud, have ignored the pre-Oedipal: "One has the feeling that Freud

simplycan't keep track of the place ofboth parents at once. The result is uncannily

faithful to Freud's real world: father-child relationship goes to work in the analogies

between man and society, mother-child is left at home. " 20 Kaplan's work is an

extension of the work done by feminist and psychoanalytic theorists since Freud,

includingthe work of Klein, Balint, Theweleit, Chodorow, and Flax, which Kaplan

claimscan be described in a shorthand way as "an effort to work through this one

simpleFreudian phrase: 'I cannot think of any need in childhood as strong as the

need for the father 's protection. '''21 Thus, feminist psychoanalytic work has been

twofold: 1) to explain why the mother is absent from Freud's theories; and 2) to

account for what Freud refers to as that "oceanic" feeling, what Margaret Mahler

renamed"symbiosis" with specific reference to the mother as the first and primary

caretaker. What Kaplan proposes is a rethinking of fascist fears and desires in

terms of both mother- and father-bound emotions: "One can't 'decide' between

themother-bound and father-bound elements in fascism. They get bundled up in

fascism's totalizing machinery and offered up in fascist language to appeal at

different emotional registers at different moments of fascism's history. " 22

The desire to belong, to be submerged in the group, which Kaplan claims

resonates with the "oceanic," early feelings of complete oneness with the mother

has been analyzed in a different way by previous theorists of mass psychology.
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Freud , and following Freud, Adorno , argued that the desire to belong to the group
can be attributed to two factors: 1) the individual's identification with the leader's
authority (with the leader as ego ideal); and 2) the concomitant fear ofthat authority.
One of the very first to theorize about German fascism was Herbert Marcuse in
1934. He saw authoritarian power as essentially negative and argued that all of
fascism's concepts were counter-concepts (anti-Marxism, anti-liberalism), leaving
only obedience to a feared authority." Kaplan splits the two , designating the appeal
of losing oneself in the crowd , a return to restored unity, the loss ofboundaries, the
closeness ofcomradeship, and the leader's promise ofnourishment and protection,
as all being tied to positive, "mother-bound" emotions, and the fear ofauthority as
being "father-bound" emotion. I disagree with her splitting the two , using "mother
bound" to describe positive and "father-bound" to describe negative emotions. As
Theweleit has shown , the fear of the dissolution of boundaries associated with the
feminine is every bit as powerful, as ifnot more , than the desire for it. But Kaplan
also concedes that it is not always possible to separate "mother-bound" and "father
bound" emotions since they are frequently tied together.

It seems that insofar as the leader becomes the strong, admired group
ideal, then identification with that power seems to resonate with (positive) notions
of the super-ego (father or brother). A negative element of fear seems intrinsic to
this identification, which Freud described as sadomasochistic. Insofar as the
individual feels the freedom of the dissolution of boundaries (in this safe male
space) and comradeship, the resonance he feels may well be tied to the "oceanic"
sense ofoneness with the mother, back when she was the most powerful one in the
child's universe. But how can Kaplan's idea of the appeal of the feminine be
reconciled with the perceived threat of the feminine, which Theweleit chronicled?

Both "mother-bound" and "father-bound" emotions seem to have elements

ofwhat Klein named "splitting," that is, both positive and negative functions. Klein
writes , "This fear of an object [i.e. primary love object, the mother] seems to have
its earliest basis in external reality in the child 's growing knowledge-aknowledge
based on the development ofhis ego and a concomitant power oftesting by reality
of his mother as someone who either gives or withholds gratification . .." 24 The

infant's growing knowledge that the mother can either give it or deny it what it
wants leads to the view of the parent as either generous protectors or cruel
persecutors." "Splitting" accounts, I believe , for the dual notions of "father" and
"mother" in both Theweleit 's and the object relations theorists' accounts of fascism.
But Chodorow and other object relations theorists have noted that the "splitting" is
a more intense process for boys because of the situation in which women are primary
caretakers. E. Anthony Rotundo, in American Manhood, explains it this way:
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[V]irtually all children are nurtured in infancy by their mothers.
When they begin to separate themselves from the primary unit
of that nurturing bond, all children face the task of establishing
an identity as an independent human. That task is doubly difficult
for boys . They must not only separate themselves from their
mothers individually, but as males from females , since virtually
all known societies treat social maleness and femaleness as
matters of importance. The desire felt by all children to return
to primal unity with the mother is thus doubly threatening to

boys because it represents not just a surrender of one's
independent social identity but a surrender of one's sex

appropriate gender identity as well."

95

Rotundo concludes that, "one of the many consequences of this regressive threat
to male identity is a devaluation of all things female in defense against earlier
feminine attachment." 27

This early childhood resonance could playa large role in understanding
Adorno's findings about fascists ' creation of an "in-group" and an "out-group.?"
This desire for an "Other" results in the minimization of differences between

members of the in-group, who consider themselves superior purer, and manlier
thanthe out-group. Such a process of group-formation, based on demonization of
theenemy, is operative in Schlageter in the constant appeal for unity among different
agegroups and classes of men based on the idea ofa common race and nation and
the employment of the label of "feminine" for the "Others." For example, the
effeminacy (and, therefore, moral laxity) of the French is underscored in several
places in the play through references to their use of hair cream and jewelry; also

the weak "effeminacy" of the democratic masses is often contrasted with the
"manliness" of an elite group of soldiers dedicated to a single leader.

Leo Schlageter became the group "ideal" not only within the play itself,
but also for the opening night audience in 1933. The last scene of the play shows
Schlageter, captured by the French, his back to the audience, his hands bound
behindhim, "as ifhe carried the whole world" (IV. 6). This resemblance to Christ
is reinforced by the French soldier's blow, which knocks him to his knees. Like a
blackwall facing the audience, the French firing squad looms before him. Schlageter
utters his final injunction: "Germany! One last word! One wish! Command!
Germany!!! Awaken!! Take fire! Bum! Bum furiously! And you-Fire away!"
(IV. 6). This last, expressionistically-punctuated utterance is echoed by the French
soldier's order to fire. Lights then emanate from the guns so that the shots are sent
out into the dark mass of the audience. Schlageter passes on to the audience the
"command"he was finally given himself. His "resurrection" can occur only through
the arising, the "awakening" of the body of the Yolk under the guidance of the
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Fuehrer." The gunfire is also threatening, underscoring the violent urgency ofthe
situation. The premiere 's conclusion elicited a spontaneous reaction from the crowd:
the audience responded to the play's finish by rising "as one man" and singing
"Deutsch-land, Deutschland tiber alles ," followed by the first verse of the Horst
Wessel song." In the darkness of the auditorium, the crowd lost its individuality,
just as the soldiers' individuality is negated through the wearing of uniforms, the
cutting of hair (to distinguish them from females), the formation in lines, and the
geometric regularities of the group's movements. The audience at the premiere of

Schlageter incorporated themselves into the Nazi narrative, making a spectacle of
themselves spontaneously, one that later became standardized in political rallies
and Thingspiele."

Like Schlageter, Hitler fought as a soldier in World War 1. He was
imprisoned by the government for the aborted Beerhall Putsch in 1923, the same
year that Schlageter was executed. He too represented himselfas an "average man"
with a will to save his people from the evils ofthe Weimar Republic. By identifying
with Schlageter (and with Hitler) , Hitler's followers in the audience could gratify
what Freud defined as the individual's twofold desire: to submit to authority and to
be authority. By identifying with Schlageter, the men in the audience could
simultaneously be the ideal (father/brother, ego identification) and experience the
pleasure of submitting to a power larger than themselves individually (mother,
symbiosis). Also Schlageter's flouting of the law and suggestion that he answers
to a "higher calling" imply that Hitler, too, was justified in his totalitarian gestures,
such as proclaiming a state of emergency and dissolving the Reichstag.

Similar dynamics occur during the "fascisization" of the protagonist of
the landmark anti-fascist play, Ferdinand Bruckner's Die Rassen (The Races). In
it, however, we see Karlanner's conversion to fascism and subsequent re-conversion

as an anti-fascist; nevertheless, many similar assumptions about gender slide over
to the service of the anti-fascist agenda as well. Again, a conjoining of Adorno,
Theweleit, and Kaplan's theories can help illuminate some of the twists and turns
of this double conversion story. The Races was written in the summer of 1933 and
produced in November 1933 at the Zurich Schauspielhaus under the direction of
Gustav Hartung. This production established the Zurich theater's reputation as the
foremost bastion of anti-fascist theater during the war years. Ferdinand Bruckner
(real name: Theodor Tagger), an Austrian Jew, had been one ofthe most successful
dramatists of the Weimar Republic and enjoyed an international reputation, which
he never regained after fleeing Germany in 1933. Bruckner's previous dramatic
successes included two other Zeitstucke ("topical works"), which depicted social
ills of the day, Pains ofYouth (1926) and The Criminals (1927), and dealt with the
education and criminal systems, respectively.

The Races was intended as "a cry from the heart of a deeply humanistic
writer devastated by the havoc his own countrymen unleashed on his beloved
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bomeland .''" Banned because of its anti-German politics in Vienna, Prague, and

London, the play shocked its Swiss audience with its urgent and impassioned plea
to heed the fate of the Jews in Germany, The playwright ju xtaposed what he

considered to be the chi ldish mindlessness ofthe fascists with his hero , Karlanner,
who, hav ing first been seduced by Nazi ideology, rediscovers himself by the end

of the play and becomes a fighter for the "other Germany," in which many exiled
writers believed: a secret, underground German spirit that rejected the madness of

the fascis ts . However, Karlann er 's sw itch from Naz ism to libera l individualism
sometimes relies on assumptions almost indist inguishable from Nazi rhetoric vis 
a-vis gender.

The sto ry take s place in an unspecified German university town, in March

andApril of 1933, and traces the impact of Nazism on a group of young people's
lives. Fou r of th e main characters of the play are male medical students. Rosloh,
who has fai led his exams many times, is a Nazi, and as his party rises to power, his

status at the university improves. His classmates Karlanner (the protagonist) and

Tessow used to be close friends with Siegelmann, who is Jewish, until Tessow
joined the Naz i party and began to ignore him. 'Iessow eventually converts Karlanner
to Nazism too and convinces him to break up with his Jewish girlfriend, Helene.

She is the daughter of Mr. Max, a rich and greedy capitalist who is on good terms
with the Nazis. He re fuses to sympathize with his fellow Jews who are less wealthy.

Afte r joining the Nazi Party, Karlanner part icip ates in a humiliating Nazi
"punishment" ofSiegelmann, but ultimately he refuses the order to arrest Helene .
Sparked by a new desire to fight for individual freedom, Karl anner rescues Helene

by warni ng her ofthe danger she is in, mur ders the Naz i Rosloh, and ultimately is
arrested by the Nazis at the end of the play, a heroic martyr for the cause of ant i
fascism.

The first scene of TheRaces, like the open ing scene of Schlageter, features
theprose lytizing ofa true believer, Karlanner 's best friend, the Naz i, Tessow. Like

Schlageter's friend Th iemann, Tessow attempts to conven Karlanner to h is cause.
Tessow's conversion attempt is immediately and overtly associated with fear and
hatred of Ju daism and femininit y, which are both emb od ied in the person of

Karlanner's Jewish girlfriend, Helene. The first line of the play is Karlanner's:
"You believe r shouldn' t marry her because she is a Jewess?" (I. I).)) Bruckner

understood these associat ions we ll, and Tessow's sex ist and anti-Semitic rhetoric
is fbregrounde d in this sce ne so that it might be contradicted later by the hero 's

proper democratic convictio ns. Nonetheless, the morall y superior role that
Karlanner, the Christian hero, adopts later on still depends on certa in sexist and
anti-Semi tic stere otypes.

Tessow first tries to convince Kar lanner to free himself of "that brainy
Jewess'' by appealing to Karlanner 's manhood and Germanness against such evil

influence . Tessow comp lains tha t Karlanne r "used to be a German," but now has
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become, as has the German nation, just another "master eating out of the slave

girl's hand." He believes that democracy has weakened Germany and made German

men servants when they sho uld be masters. Like Schlageter, Tessow feminizes the
masses; they have become "the slave girl" who rules over the master instead of
being ruled . In his mind, the "master culture" has lost its power over the base,

"s lave" culture (democracy, socialism, Judaism). Tessow does concede, however,
that, because of the ir unfortunate political circumstances , Helene served a useful,

if transitory, purpose in Karlan ner 's life: "She suckled you like a bitch would a
wolf pup when you needed it. She gave you something to hang onto in the senseless

years that are behind us now. . .. All of us Germans were uprooted, misfits. We
had no fathers. You happened to have Helene to help you out, but she never would

have been necessary if you'd had a father" (I. I). !"

But now, Tessow adds, they have a father to care for them and for all of
Germany- Hitler- and therefore, Karlanner doesn 't need Helene (as mother)

anymore. Karlanner and Tessow are literally fatherless: Karlanner 's father was
killed in World War I; Tessow's was so humiliated upon his return from battle that

he killed himself. The Nazis viewed the entire nation as symbolically fatherless
because of the abdi cation of the Kaiser. Helene was only a booby prize; she gave

Karlanner temporary nurture because his needs, which could really only be met by
a father, were so strong.These orphan sons dream of a glory they never had:Tessow
confesses his desire to have fought and fallen on the battlefield in 19 14. Thus,

Tessow 's appeal to a nationalistic masculinity (in oppo sition to the internationalist
femininity Helene embodies) , coupled with Karlanner's resentment against the

current government, begins to draw Karlanner into the Nazi fold. .

Another tactic Tessow uses is to denig rate intelle ctualism, also associated
with Helene and with Judaism. He describes Jewish thinkin g in terms of a threat
to manhood: it is a "winding and twisting and turn ing our mind s inside out that has

emasculated ourbrains" (I. 1). Book-learning and intellectualism are also maligned
in a later scene when Karlanner complains that since the Nazis have taken over, it
is more difficult to get a good education at the University. The Naz i leader, Rosloh,

accuses him of being "Je wified" for saying such a thing and holds up their hero,
Schlageter, as the ideal: "What is so great about book learn ing? When Schlageter,

who was a student back then like we are now, came back from the war and when
he should have been back at the books, he cried out I will shit on my school desk
as long as Gennany is dying a wretched death, and he went off (to fight]!" (I. 3).

The turning po int in Karlanner 's attitude towards the Nazis occurs when
he finally decides to attend a rally, to experience firsthand what his friend has been

raving about. Previously, the appeals to identify with Hitler as a father figure did
not work on Karlanner. Criticizing his girlfriend did not seem to work either, for

he loves Helene and refuses to objectify her the way his Naz i friends do. But the

rally brings about his transformation, and the words he previously ignored begin
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to sink in. Returning from the rally, he te lls Helene that he had a revelation while

singing patrio tic songs there. Before the rally began, he and Tessow reminisced

about the wonderful songs they had sung in their childhood. and Karl anner feels

that he returned to that state of joyful belonging at the rally. When Helene seems

more interested in tell ing him about her search for an apartment for them that day,

he berates her. Submerged in the gro up, he has had a gli mpse ofGennany's bright

future. He blam es her for his previous blindness. accusing her of holding him

downduring this heroic epoch, " filling my head with tangible things. cufflink s,

picnics. bathrooms . And all the while a tida l wave is sweeping over Gennany, all

of Gennany. Toda y I went to just one meeting, and all the material ist soot was

washed away" (I. 2). At the rally he real ized that "to give yourself over to an

emotion, no matter how meaningless it may seem. is better than to hang back like

a coward, thin king ." He experienced that oceanic feeling ofbelonging to something

bigger than himself, something he considers lofty. heroic. emotional, clean, German

and masculine, wh ich he contras ts with the dirty. intellectua l, co wardly, domestic ,

Jewish and fem inine world she wants to confine him to . Karlanner tells Helene

that he fina lly had a sense o f belonging, "o f no longer being a Jew," an outsider

like she is. And he loves that feeling . After his experience at the rally, he leaves

her because she does not be long in this shining new wo rld he has discovered. His

feelings of bel onging caused him to submit to his "m other-bound" emotions,

rejecting the "bad mother" (He lene) and embracing the "good moth er" feelings he

received from his brothers in the Nazi crowd. Th is conversio n invol ves a rejection

of reason and a comple te surre nder to emotion." After he angri ly breaks up with
Helene. Kar lanner heads off to a tavern, where a raucous gro up of Nazis spouts

anti-Semitic " racial theory" and sings more songs . The group. including Karlanner,

seems to gro w mo re and more enthusiastic as they grow more and mo re inebriated

until Karlanner declares that he cannot hold anymore and asks to be left alone, his

head down on the table. The consumption o f imme nse quantities of alcohol hastens

the conversion process.

Kar lanner 's re-convers ion to anti-fascist fighter is not so clearly delineated

in the text as his conversion to Nazism. In attem pting to show Kartanner's return

to democratic convictions, Bruckner's play wa s a heroic gesture and was important

in alerting audiences to the growing dangers in Nazi Germany and also to establi sh

the notion ofthe "o ther Genn any"-those who opposed the Nazi s. Still , as Ritchi e

points out, the " rapidly changing moods" of the " impress ionable youths." which

Bruckner evo ked so effectively, may have helped to " reinforce the illusion that if

young men like Karlanner can change so rap idly from democrat to Nazi and back

again. then there neve r was any firm foundation for beliefin Hitler, and his followers

would drop away from him as quickly."" It is a lso more difficult to pinpoint
Karlanner 's conversion to anti-fascism because this change happens to him alone

(not in a rally or other group), internally, and off-stage. Kar lanner 's con version
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seems to rely heavily on the fact that he does not respect the local leader. Rosloh

and that their first "batt le" is against people weaker than they are (Siegelmann,

Helene , and Jewish shopkeepers).

After Karlanner part icipates in a group bea ting of his friend Siegelmann,

he and Tessow, exhausted and frightened, discuss the ir fears and doubts abo ut the

Party. Tessow admits that he doe s not like to shoot-he doe s not like the blood.

Karlanner describes his own state of mind as "dazed," "as if I'd drunk a magical

potion ," as a "s leepwalker" who will regret it "if he tries to understand why he is

standing on the roof' (II. 5). Karlanner and Tessow both look down upon their
leader, Rosloh, a petty thug. Tessow confesses that "his first disappointment" was

that the Nazi s met no res istance from them, that they simply surrendered themselves.

Rosloh interrupts their ruminations with orders for their first big "action:" to keep

shoppers from entering Jewi sh shops. Tessow is disappointed with Rosloh because

he maintains that certain Jews are acceptable to the Nazi s, like Helene's father,

Max, for example, who helped the Nazi cause by writing to fore ign newspapers

about how good the Jews' situation is in Germany. When Roslc h argues that these

Jews are a kind of separate race from the others, Tessow becomes angry. Rosloh,

who him self is not a respectable leader, is now breaking dow n the delineation

between the in-group and out-group that Tessow relied on . Rosloh also insists that

Karlanner help in Helene's arrest. After Rosloh leaves, Karlanner and Tessow

confess that they are sick about the next day 's work, and Karlanner reminisces

abou t his feelings at the rally, when he really beli eved that the ir race was superior.

Now he longs to sit in the sun like "the farmers and their wives" he noticed on the

sunny day before, over the border in France, peacefully working together to harvest

fruit (11 . 5). Tessow reiterates his longing to have died on the battlefield in France

in 1914 when what they were fighting aga inst seemed clearer. Both long for the

feeling of belonging and purpose they felt at the huge Nazi rally. Both seem to

regret that their first big "action" is so petty, against such a weak enemy. One gets

the feeling that if Rosloh had been worthier and the figh ting more of a military

nature, Karlanner and Tessow would not have changed their minds !

Whereas Karlanner's decis ion to join the Party and submit to his "m other

bound" emotions depends on surrendering his reason (sleepwalking, drinking the

magi c potion), his ultimate rejection of the Party is prompted by his refusal to
arrest Helene. Within the con text of the play, his act of resistance is represented as

turning away from the "childish ideals" ofNazism to a more adult sense of individual

mora l responsibility. In the first flush of his convers ion to Nazi sm , Karlanner

talks about how when they were children, they wou ld stand outside the store window

at Ch ristmastime and gape and wish. Now the whole nat ion stands gaping like

that, and , in the words of a Nazi schoolteacher Karlanner ove rhea rs at the beerball,

"t his fairytale [of Nazi control] is beco ming reality" (I. 3). Near the end of the

play, after they have taken part in vio lence against Jews, Karlanner and Tessow
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lamenttheir participation in the Party. Tessow admits that now he knows that "it is
suicide to put your life under the spell of childish ideals" (III. 9). Even though
earlierKarlanner has argued that it is better to give oneselfover to an emotion, "no
matterhow meaningless," than to just sit and think, by the end ofthe play, Karlanner

has realized how misguided certain emotions are and what dangers they can lead

to.
Structurally, in terms ofHelene's role in the story, Karlanner's conversion

process, like that of the "New Man" in Expressionist Wandlungsdrama, depends
on her as a passive aid to his moral development." And his conversion to anti
fascism means he must ultimately renounce his love for her and strike out as an
individual. First , as his "trained nurse ," Helene rescues him from alcoholism and
acts as a surrogate parent. Later, she concerns herself solely with their upcoming
marriage and apartment. She has told him that she would gladly be baptized as a
Christian because she is an assimilated Jew. When he abandons her and joins the
Nazis, she decides to educate herself in Judaism and stand up for her fellow Jews,

buteven this is undermined in the text. Karlanner visits her after he has decided to
fightagainst the Nazis and castigates her, equating her newfound sense of Jewish
identity with the fanaticism of the Nazis: "[The Nazis'] insane disease is that
suddenly we can 't be German enough. I am no longer myself, only a German.
That is my madness. You are only Jewish. That's yours ... Both attitudes are
equally foolish " (II. 6). Childishness, foolishness , Nazism, and now Helene's

education in Judaism, are all equated. And when he denounces her identification
with her people as being of the same ilk as the narrow-minded nationalism of
Nazism, she believes him. She also accepts his refusal to flee with her and gives
up her previous desire to remain and suffer with her people."

But, unlike the women in the fascist play, Helene is also capable of
behavingheroically. She stands up to her father, a stereotypically, greedy capitalist,

whoowns a factory that makes personal hygiene products ." She uses his occupation
asa metaphor to describe the sickness of the Nazis: in this most hygienic land, she
argues, they have completely neglected inner purity. Even though her father wants
tohelp her escape, she refuses his help and decides (at first) to remain in Germany,
in solidarity with other Jews, especially the poor Jews for whom her father has no

sympathy. She also stands up to Karlanner when she encounters him again for the
first time after he has joined the Party, furious at him for the violence they committed
against Siegelmann, though she uses blatantly Christian imagery to criticize the

Nazis:

What your Rosloh doesn't know is that exactly nineteen hundred

years ago , in 33, another Jew was forced to carry a placard, a
much heavier one. It didn't merely say, "I am a Jew." It said,
"King of the Jews," King of the Despised; King . (Quietly) Even
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if the Roslohs who laughed at him then have resurre cted the

kingdom of pain and shame. He also has been resurrec ted for
all the oppressed. both Jew and Christian . Resurrected to be a

haven for all those who have to carry the placard. They will
outlive the Roslohs. Have no fear. They w ill outlive them once

more. (It. 6)

Bruckner. like Jobst, was. ofcourse. a product ofhis time, and it is not my

intent here to condemn him or to somehow equa te the two playwrights, However,
Bruckner was no doubt at tuned to political circu mstances that demanded that he

write a play whose primary audience was Christian and to alert them to the dangers
of fascism." Bruckner and other anti-fascist writers were utilizing the tools they
thought best to fight a real danger; the political necessity to reach the audience

quickly and clearly dominated and displaced the possibili ties ofa gender critique,
and even caused Bruckner to utilize Ma x, Helene 's father, a stereotype. Though

Karlanner remained the major hero the audience is to iden tify with, especially in
the murder of Rosloh, Helene and Siegelmann both beha ve brav ely and defy anti
Semitic stereotypes. Karlanner's fmal words, as the Nazis take him away to be
executed : "It 's my Germany too : for all eternity" unde rsco re the idea of the "other
Germany" and the possibility ofresistance against the Nazis ...cI

The benefits that the conjunction oftheories about pre-and post-Oedipal
desire bring to an analysis of fascism are multiple. Forem ost among these benefits

is the potential for analyzing gend ered rheto ric in contemporary polit ical discourse
(e .g. in the Gulf War, the war on terrorism and other co nflicts. as well as the
misogyn ist, anti-Semitic. and homophob ic platforms of verioushale groups in the
U.S. and Germany)." This rhetoric reveal s the co ntinued necessity of analyzing
the Jinks between fascism and sexism and the need for critiques of this rhetoric

whic h foreground or dispen se with sexist tropes rathe r than re inscribing them.
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do..... ilh personal reven ge agai nst him rather than rea l pol itica l commitment. She also declares that if

Karlanner lea ves her, s he will ha...e "nothing 10 cling 10."

38. In the cMracleriz.arions ofHelene and her father. Bruckner pub a modem spillon medieval

andElizabethan li tera ry tropes to deal...ith con fl ictin g Christian anitudes lowards Jews. TIle rich Jew

and his bea utiful , virtuous dau ghter were a Slock pair which di\ided ~h confl icTing views along

geMer hues, amibuting lhe positi...e Characlerl Slio:s (f.ith. beauty, vinuel U50CUled \\1th I-! ebre...., 10

thedauQlteI, and the negative on es (greed. deicide , pharasaisml to the father. Thedaughter was see n as
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be ing cur sed by her bloodline but virtuous in her character, wh ich o ften enabled her 10 be "re&tllled"

by Christianity, usua lly in the f()l'lll of a Christian hu sban d who converts her (e.g. 11l~ Men:lIa"r of
VI!''' ICl!'). See Ellen Schiff. From Stem>typf' 10Meropho..: Thl!'Jf'lN ill CO"I~,"ptN'W"JI Dra..." (lIOewYork:

Sta teUof :--ie'\lo' York P, 1982).

39. When 1asked my!lelf ....ny Bruckner would reson to Ihis stereotype of Mu., 1recalled

Vivian Patraka's fascinating di scussion of ano the r anti-fascist play, lillian Hellman', W"lc~ 0" r~,

Rhi"" and I bo rrow extens ively from Patrak a's ideas in analyzing Bruc kner 's possible motivations.

SeeVi~ian Patraka. $p«/QCIlw,.S .qJm "g: Tlreatrl!'.FGSds'" aMtill!' Holocaust (BloorninglOll: Indiana

UP, 1999) 69- 8 1.

40. The recent Classic Sta ge Company production in New Yon iIlustnlled ws poinl~

brilliantly in the final moment on stage: Karlanner is tak en off by one of the Nazis while aJlOIher

brut ally shatters the lamp with the bare bulb whic h had been the only liglll on stage. Karlanner's light,

his life. and the light of reason and dem oc racy were all tragica lly snu ffed OUI.

41 . For a thorough overview of eontemporwy para1lel s in groder-life rhetoril:m.i-¥is

political policy in the U.S~ see Linda Kintz. B~",,'ull JI!'SIU QM flt l!' Ma,.q,: EtrWtioru liwr JlO"" ill

Righl-Wi" g Ame,.jcQ(Durham: Duke UP, 1997). 1fou od that many o f the issues are strikingly simillllO

what I' ve disc us sed here. For overviews of the situation in Germany, see Hermann Kurlhen, Womer

Bergmann. and Rainer Ebb , eds., A" lisemiliJm ""JXenophobia i" Germa"y ufl~" U" jficaIIO"(London:

Oxford l:P. 199 7); Jm Herman Brinks. Cll i/d~" ofQ New Fu rltrr/aru/: Gmnany z PO$f·Wa,. Rigllt.

lV...g Polilia (Lcadon: I.B. Tauris. 2000). For a perspective on Europe. see Riclwd J. Gob.aa. ed,

Fascis... ) Rrrunr (L inco ln: U ofSebnska P, 199 8).




